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Avatar Adi Da Samraj

Boredom, doubt, and discomfort are not merely to be
endured and suffered.
Rather, it is always necessary to directly and intrinsically
transcend boredom, doubt, and discomfort, by directly and
intrinsically transcending the “self”-contraction, so that—
instead of being limited to boredom, doubt, and
discomfort, and the motives of escape—you participate
directly in the Transcendental Spiritual Divine SelfNature, Self-Condition, and Self-State of Reality Itself.
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This directly participatory Reality-Way Is the Secret
of the Real Transcendental Spiritual Process in My Divine
Avataric Company.
— Adi Da Samraj
Part Nine: What Is Radical, Right, and Perfect?,
“The Perfect Transcending of
Boredom, Doubt, and Discomfort”
The Aletheon

Avatar Adi Da Samraj

Sighting and Listening

My Work is universal.
It is a new world-Work.
It is Divine Avataric
Work. It does not have a
“root”-culture. I do not
have a home culture.
By embracing Me
and the only-by-Me
Revealed and Given “Radical” Reality-Way of Adidam
(or Adidam Ruchiradam), human beings put themselves
into the context of prior unity with one another. Rather
than all still standing around with their distinctive tribal
characteristics, they become humankind by devotionally
recognizing Me.
The Reality-Way of Adidam Is Divine, Holy, Set
Apart, Unique. I Am here. You must enter into My Divine
Domain. I Assimilate you and all your differences vanish
in Me.
—Avatar Adi Da Samraj

from spoken communications,
“The Divine Intrinsically Stands Apart
and Prior to all Traditions”

Mission Chronicle:
Leela of the Hat, Shawl and Mala

Bhagavan Adi Da’s
Blessing of the
Washington, D.C. Mission
By Marcelle James

A few years ago, I traveled to
New York. I was shopping in Canal
Street along the many open fronted
stalls and came across an orange
pashmina shawl for $5.00. The year
before at the European Danda, the
Adidam center in Holland, I had
purchased an orange crocheted
hat, made by a devotee there.
Who could have known the
destiny of these simple articles?
As I made preparations for retreat
two years ago, a fellow devotee,
Irene, who would be going on
retreat at the same time as I, suggested taking the hat and shawl
to be Blessed by Bhagavan Adi Da
Samraj. It seemed like a long shot,
but I was willing to try, as it would
be a wonderful Blessing for the communion hall in the newly purchased
mission house in Potomac, Maryland. Irene and I found an old mala
that had been used in the Adidam
D.C. Bookstore several years prior
that had been packed away, and
thus began the puja of preparation…
Irene found two precious antique
beads in a bead store, possibilities
for a Master bead, and asked me
which I preferred. They were both
fairly modest, and neither seemed
appropriate, but when we put the
two together, we both became
ecstatic! They were just right. The
entire residential community then
pitched in to clean the beads,
one by one, scrubbing and picking out small particles of dirt, and
another devotee, Susan, lovingly
and painstakingly created an orange
tassel to hang below the Master
bead. It was truly a collective gift
of great devotion and love. The

entire event was captured on camera,
and a photo album was prepared
as a further offering so that Beloved
Bhagavan Adi Da might feel the devotional energy that went into the gift.
Finally, the magnificent mala was oiled
and made ready for the long trip.
The magnitude of a request to have
articles Blessed cannot be conveyed
in words, and is not a casual matter. I
had tried several times to request that
this might happen, only to be told to
wait, so I was quite prepared to bring
the articles home, content that they
had been on Bhagavan Adi Da’s
Island Hermitage and thus Blessed.

phone call. Did I have a photograph of
the meditation hall where the articles
would be installed, as Ruchiradama
Quandra Sukhapur Rani might want
to see that they would be placed in
an appropriate circumstance? I was
incredulous! It was already 8:00 p.m.
No, I hadn’t thought of a photograph
of the hall, and how was I to accomplish this request in the short space
of time before the truck departed the
next morning, with my friends fast
asleep on the other side of the world? I
did a rapid calculation: 8:00 p.m. in Fiji
meant 3:00 a.m. in Washington, D.C.!

It wasn’t until the last two days
of my retreat that I remembered
that I still had them, and humbly
made a final request after dinner
one night. As Grace would have
it, there were other sacred articles
going to Bhagavan Adi Da to be
Blessed the next morning, and I
was told that I should get mine
IMMEDIATELY. I had already been
unwittingly drawn into the Beijing
Olympics puja that Bhagavan
Adi Da was doing at the time
(which is another Leela) but, as
soon became apparent, my time
as a participant in Bhagavan’s
mysterious pujas was not done!
I ran across the village square
in the fading light, then down
the Arrow, the path that leads
from the village past Temple Adi
Da to the retreatant dormitories
nearly a mile distant. Arriving
winded at my room, I worked quickly
to get all the articles together, then
jogged back to the village with my
precious cargo, and placed them on
a tray in the small office near the bus
stop where they would be picked up
for the early morning run to Lion’s Lap,
Bhagavan Adi Da’s forest Hermitage
where He spent His nights. He would
perform His Blessing Puja there the
next day. I walked back to the dorm
and collapsed on my bunk – WHEW!
Time for a short break before the
evening meditation. Then there was a
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(above) Photo album offered to Adi Da Samraj.
(lower) Devotees cleaning beads for the mala.

However, in the back of my mind
I knew that it was exactly at a time
like this that Bhagavan Adi Da’s Blessing was most powerful – if only His
devotee will persist in relationship to
Him. I ran the short distance to the
retreat room where the computers
were, thankful that the power had
not yet been turned off for the night,
and quickly typed an email to Susan

back home, copying everyone in the
local resident community. Could she
take a picture of the mission house
communion hall and send it to me
right away!? And could anyone reading this email please call Susan and be
sure she got the message??? It was all
I could do, and, trusting in the Accomplishing Power of my Divine Guru,
I released all concern, and continued
with the evening retreat program.
So great was my trust in my Master’s
Grace that I totally forgot about the
matter. Outside Temple Adi Da after
Puja the next morning, I was asked
if I had the photograph ready. O . .
. M . . . G! I found myself sprinting
breathlessly and ecstatically down
the Arrow toward the retreat room
and the computers. Had Susan sent
the photo? Oh my, I dearly hoped
so. It would be nearly 2:00 p.m. in
D.C. – surely someone had gotten the
message to her! I ran along the path,
knowing the urgency of this mission,
every cell of my being intent on the
hat, shawl and mala not missing the
truck that would make the daily trip
across the Island to Lion’s Lap. Also,
it had been formally reported that
the D.C. items were to be offered
to Bhagavan Adi Da for His Blessing
Puja, and it would be untoward not
to have the expected articles there.
I dashed into the retreat room and
found an empty computer, booted
it up – YES! – an email from Susan. It
had been sent in the early morning,
D.C. time. She understood the urgency
of the request, the tiny window of
time, seemingly impossible to work
with, but vowed to get the photo
immediately, even if it meant breaking
into the house! Usually there was no
one at home in the mornings there,
as everyone was at work. I learned
later that, as Grace would have it, it
was a housemate, Lidia’s, birthday,
and she and her partner, Bruce,
were home from work that morning, and Susan was able to get in.
But I didn’t know that at the time,
and, most unbearably, there was as
yet no follow-up from Susan with the

all-important photograph. Back up
the Arrow I tore, urgent but not panicked, on an intense mission, invoking
Bhagavan Adi Da’s All Accomplishing
Power that this Blessing request might
be fulfilled. Arriving at the bus stop I
looked about wildly; had the truck left?
No, I was informed, it hadn’t arrived
yet. Relief! There was a computer available in the little office nearby. I jumped
on it and opened my email – nothing.
I sat by it waiting. Breathing. Begging.
The minutes passed. Surely Susan had
gotten my message and had sent me
something! Where was it? Sometimes
there’s a lag in email transmission. I
prayed. The truck arrived, and all the
trays with articles to be Blessed began
to be loaded onto it. I waited, heart
pounding, praying. The devotees
responsible for the morning run began
to get a little impatient, and began
suggesting that perhaps this Blessing
request would not happen. The truck
could not be late. I heard the engine
start. I closed my eyes, invoked Bhagavan and heard the magic “PING!” of
the computer. “Here it is!” I shouted
breathlessly. I looked around for the
printer, but there was none. Barbara,
the retreat manager, was present and
took things in hand. She picked up
the phone and called ahead to Lion’s
Lap. “You need to print out a photo
NOW!” she said urgently, cradling the
phone under her neck as she furiously
forwarded Susan’s photo attachment.
“Go!” she said to me, “Run!” I grabbed
the tray, put a hand over the folded
shawl, hat and mala, and ran like the
wind from the office to the truck,
which was just beginning to pull out
of the driveway. “HOLD ON!” I called,
desperately, trying to look dignified as
I rushed up to the truck. “Here it is!”
I said, giving it to the driver. I closed
my eyes in relief as the truck took off
up the hill, breathing in the Miracle
that had just occurred, thanking
Susan a million times in my heart for
her perfect timing and understanding of the urgency of the request.
Later that morning, Irene told me
what had happened. Not only had our
Guru Blessed the shawl, hat and mala
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(I had expected that He Might Sprinkle
holy water on them) but He had
Graced our community with the Inconceivable. He had put the shawl over
His Shoulders, the mala over His Neck
and onto His Great Chest, and the hat
on His Head! This was an unfathomable Grace, reserved for very precious
Articles, and a highly auspicious Blessing. It was clear that Bhagavan had
felt the many hands and hearts that
went into making the Gift of the mala,
and it was clear that the Gift should
be received as a great Blessing on the
communion hall, the house and the
community that it was intended for.
We all share a tremendous responsibility for the Gift we have been Given.
The Mission in Washington, D.C. has
been Blessed to grow and become truly Empowered. The people must come,
and we all must help to make Bhagavan’s Reality-Way known! May you be
Blessed to feel this responsibility and
find a way to respond to this magnificent Gift from our Beloved Guru.
I bow in love and
gratitude to His Divine
Presence for the Grace
of being a part of this
wonderful Leela.
In love,
Marcelle

Marcelle James

Postscript: One year later, in the summer of 2009, devotees from the D.C.
region on retreat at Adi Da Samrajashram learned that photographs had
been taken of the Blessing occasion
the previous summer. Gina, a devotee attending Bhagavan Adi Da, had
taken 15 pictures that recorded the
entire sequence of His Blessing Puja.
These extremely sacred and intimate
photographs were given to the Washington, D.C. mission this winter, and
are now framed and hanging in the
Adidam Southeastern Regional Center
in Potomac. Two enlargements will
soon Grace the Adidam D.C. Mission Center and Reading Room.

The Long and the Short of "It"
By Charles Crumb
On November 3
last year, Charles
Crumb, a devotee
practicing in the
Washington, D.C.
Adidam community,
traveled to Adi Da
Samrajashram for
a four-week retreat.
His time there
coincided with a
celebration concluding the year-long
Vigil honoring
Bhagavan Adi Da’s
Charles Crumb
Divine Mahasamadhi. What follows is an outline Charles wrote as the basis for
a leela presentation, given following his return, on January 16,
2010, at the Adidam D.C. Mission Center and Reading Room
in Potomac, Maryland. Through stream-of-consciousness
writing and creative spontaneity, the mystery and miracle of
Adi Da’s Divine Emergence in the experience of the devotee is
evoked.
INTRODUCTION. It seems appropriate to say that there is
essentially only One Leela, and that is
His Leela. His Revelation, His Oozing
Emergence, His Always Having Been,
His Isness. Bhagavan Adi Da’s Divine
Avataric Appearance here is The Happening and our leelas are testimony to
His Divine Liberating Work spoken for the
sake of:

…the possibility of right and true
(and potentially seventh-stage-oflife-Realizing) participation in the
Perfectly esoteric and Intrinsically
ego-transcending devotional culture,
right-life-practice, and “PerfectKnowledge”-process of The only-byMe Revealed and Given Divine Avataric Reality-Way of Adidam.
—Adi Da Samraj, The Aletheon, Part Fourteen: Perfect Philosophy, “The Perfect Tool
and Craft for Right Reality-Understanding of
All Mere Ideas”
Within the point-of-view-machine, there are
different angles, and ranges of time, and Happenings perspectives from which many leelas
could be told of His Intervention, Interference and Invention. However, in willing submission to conditional space-

time limitations (i.e.—I only have thirty minutes), I’m going
to narrow the “view” to the most “Play” of His.
GRACE STRAIGHTENS. Just over two years ago, during the
holiday season, with the gentle urging and abundant art
supplies of fellow devotee, Marcelle, local D.C. devotees
spent several Sunday afternoons making Danavira Mela
greeting cards for Beloved Bhagavan. I, with help from my
intimate, Michael, made a rather amusing one. The card was
weeks in the making, and, coincidentally, was finished on
my birthday, December 15. This offering, along with those
of other devotees, was taken to Fiji by another devotee,
Leah, who was going there on retreat. Several weeks later I
learned that, thanks to her, my card had been singled out
for special attention by Bhagavan. I was told that He Received it, “chuckled”, then Blessed it and Returned it to me
as Prasad.
As a mysterious consequence of this Blessing, in a 180
degree turn, I left behind years of mediocre practice, and
Gracefully transitioned to the level necessary to apply to go
on a two-week Retreat in Bhagavan Adi Da’s physical Company. I left for Fiji early in February, 2008.
In March I returned home, absolutely saturated with
Darshan sightings, as an initiate in the preliminary “Perfect
Knowledge” listening-practice of “Transcendental RootStanding” that
Bhagavan had recently given to
prepared devotees, and standing
up very straight. In regard to the
latter, by a miracle, my habitually
slouched posture had straightened
during this retreat. This straightening was a very interesting process:
much psychological baggage was
revealed, and Gracefully shed, in
what felt like a cascade of psychophysical openings that occurred
over several days, as, without any
coaching, and listening only to
the native wisdom of the body,
informed by the spiritually
charged environment of Adi Da
Samrajashram, I learned to sit,
stand and walk with a straight
spine. Several months later,
in July, Bhagavan Adi Da had
established the First Congregation for devotees initiated
in the preliminary “Perfect
Knowledge” practice.
THE CROSSING OVER.
With that said, now jumping
far ahead, here is part of my departure letter from
the retreat I just came back from, written to Ruchiradama
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The Long and the Short of "It"
By Charles Crumb (cont'd)

For example, I am an extraordinary “raker”. That is, I’m
identified with being one of the wonders of the world in
raking capacity—I mean, I’m telling you, I can rake for hours
at a time. I can switch hands and rake just as effectively
when one arm tires. I’m talking six, eight hours of raking,
packing up debris, carrying, raking some more. . . . Anyone on Naitauba will testify to this wonder. So, there I was
raking any time there was a free moment (there’s a lot to
rake on Naitauba), well over and beyond normal periods of
bodily service. So, can you feel the strength of my identification with this “pattern”?

Quandra Sukhapur, a devotee who attends Bhagavan at His
Mahasamadhi Temple. It was written in December 2009, at
the conclusion of the retreat.
Dear Ruchiradama Quandra Sukhapur Rani,
I feel so Blessed to have been able to participate in the extraordinary offering of retreat over the past four weeks culminating
in the first annual celebration of The Divine Mahasamadhi.
With a heart full of gratitude, I acknowledge the further
deepening of Recognition of Bhagavan, and for the first time I
witness the Recognition-Response as having characteristics of
boundless love and adoration, as well as a profound heart-need
to be intensively involved in moment-to-moment turning. During preparation for coming on retreat, there was an eerie sense
of impending personal trauma. Now it is apparent that that
premonition was a foreshadowing of what is now the case—a
line has been crossed, where sympathy for the ego’s plight is
no longer predominantly operative. Listening to Heart-Master
Adi Da’s Radical Argument and His preliminary “Perfect Knowledge” practice teaching while adhering to the daily retreat form
has served to magnify observation and understanding of the insidious nature of attention’s wanderings. The retreat process in
Heart-Master Da’s Company has at the same time provided the
required Radical Means for transcending the tendency for egoic
self-assertion in the context of constant Invocation of Bhagavan
and whole-bodily devotional turning. It is therefore my intention
to continue to intensively apply this constant turning during the
next period of time in preparation for returning to Naitauba
within a year’s time, as Grace will have it. . . . . I have been so
inspired and personally served by this Island’s population and
pristine quality. I am grateful for the opportunity to have come
here.
In love and devotion,
Charles Crumb

Well, let me tell you, during the last few days of retreat
I began raking along “The Arrow”, the very straight walking and E-cart path that extends from the Village past The
Divine Domain and ends up at the Farm and Joyful Submission, the retreatant quarters. This was very visible service,
with devotees noticing, nodding in approval; me humble
and intensely involved with my activity.
Then one morning along comes Da-vid, the retreat manager. “Aren’t you supposed to be at the retreatant meeting?” he asked. “Well, yes,” I said, “just as soon as I…” He
broke in, “You’re already late, just drop it.” Later that morning, just before lunch, the raking pattern reasserted itself.
And so did the Da-vid pattern—he just happened to walk
by. “Are you at this again?” he said. “Didn’t you meditate?”
“Well, yes,” I said. “I’m just thinking of this as a project I
can do a little at time, and so I’m doing some raking before
going to lunch.” “I see . . .” Da-vid paused, then said, “But
what about the in-depth process, the response to Bhagavan?” I paused for a second, then continued, “Well, as I see
it, this is like my response, because now that Beloved isn’t in
the body anymore, His experience is every devotee’s experience, so the way it is now is that anywhere that devotees go
and everything they see, is where Beloved is going, what He
is seeing—and this is my gift to the Island residents, to have
this well-traveled path be more conscious.”

ORDINARINESS VERSUS EXTRAORDINARINESS. During the
retreat this December, it occurred to me that the retreat
process was really very ordinary. It is what devotees do—
take time out of life to intensify practice amid an environment as maximally saturated with Bhagavan as possible. So
there’s something very basic about all of that, just as every
day there are periods of retreat such as puja, study, meditation, etc.
ANOTHER WAVE ON THE TRUE WATER, ANOTHER BLADE
OF GRASS ON THE FIELD OF EMPHASIS. Along with the
ordinariness of the retreat process was a coming to rest with
the ordinariness of me; it is very liberating when the “self” is
felt to be only a certain set of (however complex) patterns.
The patterns are vehement in self-protective assertions
made to maintain the illusion of a self-existent some-one,
but when they arise in the context of retreat, of Abiding in
Him, they can be merely noticed and maybe not participated in.

Da-vid wasn’t buying it; he said, “Well, you know, the
Fijian crew makes a pass through here every once in a while,
and what I’m more concerned with is the frenetic energy
being expended.” He stopped and smiled: “Oh well, just
one devotee’s opinion—say, what about, now that it’s become much quieter here [with the recent departure of many
retreatants following the Vigil], dropping into the ‘notknowing’? Maybe you should pack up what you’ve gathered
and just consider it.”
THE ENDTIME OF EGOITY-FAVORING LEELA OF THE MAKING OF CHAR-LESS. The pattern subsided, the raker became
the leaf and was shuffled off into the compost pile. It abided
in Him, all warm with tapas, all surrendered for the moment.
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The Long and the Short of "It"
By Charles Crumb (cont'd)
The … means for the transcending of the psychophysical ego-”I”… is the “self”-discipline of always
tacitly and whole-bodily-actively (or as a unified
psycho-physical totality) identifying with What
and all that would otherwise be egoically identified … as not-”self”.
— Adi Da Samraj, The Aletheon, Part Fourteen: Perfect
Philosophy, “Always Be What and all That Is Not-’self’”

“I’M GOING AS FAST AS I CAN!” We are admonished to the
practice of moment-to-moment Invocation, but Bhagavan Is
Inherently Liberating us moment-to-moment—He Is Working as fast as He Can—and the “can” part is our limitation,
not His. In this last two-year cycle, having gone on retreat
twice, so Naitaubically charged, I have so felt the Urgency
in Bhagavan’s Calling, His Bending, and His Ability to Break
into patterning when given the smallest morsel of willing
cooperation with His Process.
For instance, during this retreat I lost both my contact
lenses. It happened one morning, and, strangely, I didn’t
lose them both at the same time, but first it was one, then,
shortly after, the other. My contact lenses are a very important prop for maintaining my feeling of self-image. By midafternoon, I had not only processed the grief of loss, but I’d
realized the implications of my vanity, and seen the humor
in losing face.

Turning to Me is not cultic, it’s not a man-inthe-middle, not entering into cultic association
with Me, but it is about turning all of the faculties to Me, being steady, Invoking Me, Communing with me devotionally. So, where there is such
Invocation of Me, and where it is just more and
more a constant, that allows the Unity Force of My
Person to Enter into the sphere of patterns. And
people will notice if they turn to Me, that things
will loosen up, that changes will happen in their
lives, and sometimes there will be purification and
sometimes there will be breakthroughs, and all
kinds of patterns will occur without having to even
utter a Prayer of Changes to focus on something
you want to change. The Force of My Person will
Displace the ego patterns when Invoked and the
changes will always be a reflection of this prior
Unity Force. So it is intrinsic in this process of
turning to Me that changes will occur, that things
will open up, that people will open up. So change
follows the process of ego-transcending wholebodily Invocation of Me.
— Adi Da Samraj, transcript from a
verbal Communication

THE CONVERSION HAPPENED TO THIS. Excepts from letters:
Dear Ruchiradama Quandra Sukhapur Rani,
Only since my last retreat at Adi Da Samrajashram there has
been what appears to be most significant straightening of the
posture of this apparent one, which has allowed the manifestation of an opened frontal line as well as significant bio-feedback
when a less attentive posture is assumed. Also there has been
such a widening of conscious awareness of the sky, ants and
birds, trees and energies. Something fundamental has manifested that understands that what is not ego-transcending is
ego-reinforcing, the latter of which causes a collapsing, the
former of which is expansive in some mysterious way.
In sincere gratitude for Him and This Way,
Charles Crumb
Dear Ruchiradama Quandra Sukhapur Rani,
To describe the developing in-depth process with Bhagavan, it
appears to be manifesting in two aspects: inside the hall during
meditation and otherwise the rest of the time. Over the last two
years as the meditation practice has been given priority in terms
of fulfilling the disciplines, my experience in meditation has
been most regular sensations of calm and frequent pleasurable,
blissful and serene sensations. What has been extraordinary to
observe is that, apparently in conjunction with the preliminary
“Perfect Knowledge” listening-practice, the experience in meditation has been “bleeding” over into the times preceding and
following meditation, but also spontaneously throughout the
day in moments of random contemplation. Even so much such
that the root-sense of being has been converted from problembased, to Bhagavan-based. Signs of this conversion have been
a developing interest in the sky, trees and generally what is
physically above; a fear-lessened (sometimes fearless) willingness
to enter into relationship with absolute strangers; a conversion
from being what could be called a cat-person to a dog-person;
non-ownership of passing moods that used to make a whole
“bad day” out of one unfeeling remark cascading into reactive cycles of emotions of guilt, anger, punishment, etc.; and a
general sense of freed attention to participate, toward a higher
potential, co-operatively with fellows. The desire for the Silver
Hall process is one that sees it as furthering and quickening this
process and making this vehicle more effective in doing His Work
in the world.
In love and devotion,
Charles Crumb
Dear Ruchiradama Quandra Sukhapur Rani,
It is such a Blessing to participate in Bhagavan Adi Da Samraj’s
Intensive Quickening in this retreat process. As the layers of
egoity peel away, what appears to be remaining is the sense of
the whole of all of us in His Process, and from that “perspective” egoity is identified and easily weeded out and surrendered
because it is plainly seen as an obstruction to Beloved Bhagavan’s Work—not only or simply as an impediment to “personal”
practice. In this light it is easy to visualize great feats of cooperation and accomplishment—as the whole of us, or everybody-allat-once—in terms of Bhagavan’s Work in the world and even all
space-time.
In love and devotion,
Charles Crumb
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The Long and the Short of "It"
By Charles Crumb (cont'd)
THE CONJUNCTION OF FEELINGS OF JOY AND DREAD,
SORROW AND ELATION, ANGER AND DESPERATION, AND
THE CONDITION OF HEAT IN EGOIC SURRENDER. (Do
devotees actually remember how hard ego-transcendence
is, and therefore try to avoid it? Or does the particular experience elude memory. What is it that comes back for more?)

This outwardly ordinary, seemingly lighthearted exchange
broke Gerald’s heart. Because in those two words, and the
way Bhagavan Adi Da Communicated them, directly addressed a fundamental emotional pattern Gerald had been
playing out his entire life: I’m not accepted, I’m not loved.
Gerald said, “And in that moment He not only gave the
words, but He also showed me that it’s not true, and it’s
never been true.”

Recalling those last seven months, Gerald said that Bhagavan Adi Da was very quiet most of the time, which was very
HOW I CAME TO FINALLY HEAR THAT “CONFLICT,
profound, because it removed the possibility of relating to
DIFFICULTY AND DEMAND” ARE THE CONDIHim by the social ego, as a familiar, or as an other. What He
TIONS UNDER WHICH THE BEING CAN GROW. By
did during those last seven months, and longer, Gerald said,
participating in the Tribute to the Divine Life and
was transmit His Divine Nature, Divine Condition and Divine
Work of Bhagavan Adi Da Samraj Honoring the OneState, clearly and perfectly and purely. “He gave Darshan
Year Anniversary of his Divine Mahasamadhi.
every single day. That served to prepare everyone for His
Divine Mahasamadhi.” “And now,” Gerald said, “there’s no
HOW I CAME TO DEEPLY FEEL THE PROFOUND MAGNIquestion about it. Bhagavan is completely Alive, He’s totally
TUDE OF THE LOVE THAT ADI DA SAMRAJ HAS FOR HIS
Present…Beloved Adi Da has revealed Himself. The only
EVERY DEVOTEE. By participating in the Tribute to the Divine Life and Work of Bhagavan Adi Da Samraj Honoring the thing to do now is cultivate that relationship, and stay in
One-Year Anniversary of his Divine Mahasamadhi, seeing His that intimacy with Him, until there is only Light.”
young devotees.
DIARY. 11-27-2009. One year day—actually felt nauseous in meditation this morning. Thought I might
HOW I CAME TO FEEL ACCEPTED. By participating in the
have to leave the hall, but doubling over worked. First
Tribute to the Divine Life and Work of Bhagavan Adi Da
thing was a fire puja at Sri Mahamantra Chakra.
Samraj Honoring the One-Year Anniversary of his Divine
Mahasamadhi, and seeing Gerald’s “YOU’RE ACCEPTED”
12-1-2009. Whewshewww!! It is morning on Tuesday,
leela.
everything passed very quickly since Friday…Veranda Vigil
at Matrix, the two Tribute evenings, the two sittings at
Gerald Sheinfeld, an older devotee who has been with
Adi Da since even before the beginning of His formal teach- The Brightness—it almost seemed wrong to sit and reflect
ing work, told us about a significant exchange between him about any of it, but rather just participate as one of everybody there, one of every body every where and when.
and Adi Da that had happened during the last year of Adi
Da’s life.
TO ALLOW ADI DA TO EMERGE IN YOU IS TO BE FRANK,
FRANKLY. The “allowing” is our part. His part is already AcGerald was profoundly blessed to be a resident of Naicomplished. He will never abandon us. As He stated famoustauba for the last seven months of Bhagavan Adi Da’s
ly (with His New York accent), “NEVER! NEVER! NEVER!”
physical life. The gift of that service allowed him to be in
Adi Da’s Company every day. Having known Adi Da for 37
years, Gerald had been involved in much intimate service
to Him. Yet, during those last seven months, Adi Da did not
say a single word to him, did not acknowledge him, didn’t
so much as “raise an eyebrow” that he was there—nothing,
except for one time. There was an incident with a high
speed boat that Adi Da frequently traveled in, which had
just gotten a new motor. Adi Da would always drive the
boat, pushing it to its limit, saying He was the master of His
ship. That day it was windy, and Adi Da addressed devotees gathered on the beach, advising us that it would be a
rough trip, and wondering who could be on the boat. He
wasn't sure everyone could go. Gerald volunteered; he said,
“Bhagavan, can I go?” Adi Da’s response was profound,
Gerald said, “Simple, but absolutely profound.” The Divine
Guru, he said, leaned fully forward with His whole body,
His eyes bright, wide open, and a big smile on His face, and
said emphatically, “YOU’RE ACCEPTED.”
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and fruits are part of the raw diet. Principally, however, there
is the green. Blender drinks of many kinds of green (with a
little bit of fruit to taste), some fruits, nuts and seeds, and
sprouts (which are part of the green domain)—those are the
essential elements of right diet in the Reality-Way of Adidam.

Dietary Wisdom:
Green Drinks and the Searchless
Raw Diet, for Person and Planet
A raw, dominantly green diet is not simply good
for your health. That raw, green diet is lawful.
To adhere to the raw, dominantly green diet is
right life in the greatest sense of lawful participation in the Earth-world and the universe.
A principal element of the raw fructo-vegetarian
dietary practice I have Given is the regular (daily)
use of “blended green drinks”, made (most commonly) of green leafy vegetables and sweet fruits.
“Green drinks” provide a highly concentrated form
of the nutrients found in green leafy
vegetables—generally in much greater
quantity than could be ingested by eating the greens whole.

Here are green smoothie recipes from the Boutenko family. To
see more, go to their website, www.rawfamily.com. A Vita-Mix
or other high speed blender such as Blendtec is preferred, but
a regular blender will also work; just blend a little longer to get
the right consistency.
Basic Balance
Victoria Boutenko
1 mango
1 cup kale
1 cup water
Yields 2 quarts

— Adi Da Samraj
Green Gorilla: The Searchless Raw Diet

Party in Your Mouth Green
Smoothie
Sergei Boutenko
1 small pineapple, cored
1 large mango, peeled
½ head romaine lettuce
½ inch fresh ginger root
2-3 cups water
Yields 2 quarts

In recent years, devotees in the RealityWay of Adidam have refined their adaptation to raw dietary practice by adopting
daily use of what Adi Da Samraj calls
“blended green drinks”, popularly known
as green smoothies. This method of taking large quantities of greens in a palatable combination with fruit, liquefied in
a high speed blender, was popularized
by Victoria Boutenko over the past
10 years in books such as Green for
Life and 12 Steps to Raw Foods.
Avatar Adi Da has long
been an advocate of the
raw diet, or a diet based
on the principle of eating
foods only in their “raw”, or
uncooked, state. A fundamental
principle of His dietary approach
is that it is “searchless”, meaning it
is based simply on lawful management of the body in Communion with
the Living Reality, free of the need to
use food as a means to solve problems
or seek ideal states in body or mind. His
essential communication about the raw,
green diet was published in 2008 in Green Gorilla: The
Searchless Raw Diet. Adi Da writes in His signature Essay, “The Green Domain”, published in Green Gorilla,
The message to human beings from the natural world is
this: Eat the green, and eat a little bit of the rest, and do not
kill anybody in your effort to sustain yourself. Nuts, seeds

Morning Zing Smoothie
Victoria Boutenko
Bunch dandelion greens
2 stalks celery
½ inch fresh gingerroot
2 peaches
½ pineapple
2-3 cups water
Yields 2 quarts
Parsley Passion Smoothie
Sergei Boutenko
1 bunch fresh parsley
1 cucumber, peeled
1 Fuji apple
1 ripe banana
1–2 cups water
Yields 2 quarts
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Puzzle
Find each of the following words (or unique word combinations, omitting the hyphen) in the grid below. They may
be left to right, right to left, vertical in either direction, or
diagonal in either direction. The words have all been taken
from The Yoga of Right Diet, by Adi Da Samraj.
Find each of the following words (or unique word combinations, omitting the hyphen) in the grid below. They may be left to right or right to left,
or vertical in either direction, or diagonal in either direction. The words have all been taken from Adi Da Samraj's book The Yoga of Right Diet.

C
P
N
O
I
T
A
N
E
V
U
J
E
R
T

C
O
N
S
E
R
V
A
T
I
V
E
M
G
Z

F
H
W
K
X
B
F
F
L
Z
M
J
F
O
S

R
D
R
A
W
A
O
Q
M
U
M
I
T
P
O

ADAPTATION
ASSIMILATION
BALANCING
BODY-MIND

E
L
B
I
S
N
O
P
S
E
R
F
L
E
S

S
G
J
X
N
E
D
P
O
Y
O
G
A
C
F

H
T
I
T
O
E
P
U
A
K
I
K
E
G
C

CONSERVATIVE
DISCIPLINE
ELIMINATION
FOOD-PRINCIPLE

D
O
E
B
I
S
R
R
G
R
O
S
S
Z
A

N
X
N
Z
T
L
I
I
A
B
K
U
X
D
U

I
I
I
S
A
X
N
F
I
L
Q
K
A
D
C

FRESH
GORILLA
GROSS
NON-TOXIC

M
C
L
Y
L
H
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I
H
Z
L
P
T
I
P

Y
I
P
C
I
S
I
C
B
P
T
I
X
F
N

D
T
I
B
M
B
P
A
I
A
M
O
R
O
S

OPTIMUM
PURIFICATION
RAW
REJUVENATION

O
Y
C
Z
I
O
L
T
T
H
T
Z
F
O
P

B
A
S
E
S
T
E
I
A
N
D
O
M
K
G

R
A
I
F
S
B
O
O
O
J
C
A
F
P
A

H
Q
D
K
A
N
G
N
I
C
N
A
L
A
B

T
E
L
I
M
I
N
A
T
I
O
N
B
B
N

SELF-RESPONSIBLE
SOMA
TOXICITY
YOGA

Windham Retreat
June 4-6
Catskill Park, NY
We Acknowledge and Praise this Devotee Who Recently Deepened
Her Formal Relationship to Avatar Adi Da
Nicole Ortega
Alabama • Second Congregation
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Join devotees and
friends for a weekend
retreat in the beautiful Catskill Mountains
in upstate New York.
This retreat will be both an introduction to and ongoing
education in the extraordinary profundity and personal
relevance of Adi Da’s Teachings, allowing an intimate experience His Transcendental Spiritual Presence and Blessing.
Highly recommended.

Adidam DC Calendar of Events for
April, May and June
April

May

June

April
Third Congregation Teleconference.
To be announced.

May 2
Third Congregation Teleconference
5:30-6:30 pm
Call 218-936-7988, Code 54#

June 4-6
Windham Retreat
Catskill Park, NY
(See description, page 11)

May 22
The Unwritten Teachings: Lessons
Learned in Direct Service to Bhagavan
Adi Da: Part 2
4:00-5:30 pm
Join us to hear sacred Leelas of Graceful
personal instruction by Adi Da Samraj.
Attend in person at the Adidam DC Mission Center and Reading Room at 1707
Glastonberry Road, Potomac, MD, or by
live streaming video or by teleconference at 712-432-0111, Code 890363#.
Detailed information on linking with the
streaming video is forthcoming.

June 6
Third Congregation Teleconference
5:30-6:30 pm
Call 218-936-7988, Code 54#

April 15
Introduction to Adi Da and Adidam
12-1:30 pm
George Mason University
SUB II (Room 5), Fairfax, VA
April 24
The Unwritten Teachings: Lessons
Learned in Direct Service to Bhagavan
Adi Da: Part 1
4:00-5:30 pm
Join us to hear sacred Leelas of Graceful
personal instruction by Adi Da Samraj.
Attend in person at the Adidam DC Mission Center and Reading Room at 1707
Glastonberry Road, Potomac, MD, or by
live streaming video or by teleconference at 712-432-0111, Code 890363#.
Detailed information on linking with the
streaming video is forthcoming.

Southeastern Region
Adidam Study Groups

Join us to explore the profound RealityWay eternally offered by Avatar Adi Da.
The program for each occasion includes
segments of Avatar Adi Da speaking,
devotees telling stories of their experience in His Company, recitations and
Sacred Sightings of Avatar Adi Da.

June 26
Mission Event to be announced
Adidam Mission Center and Reading
Room, 1707 Glastonberry Road
Potomac, MD.

St. Augustine, FL

Chapel Hill, NC

Richmond, VA

Potomac, MD

Brenda Dyson
Call 904-687-1634
for dates & location.

Elizabeth Ragland
Call 919-619-7369
for dates & location.

Michael Dustrude
Call 301-983-5348
for dates and location.

New Orleans, LA

Nashville, TN

Sean Reily
Call 985-645-0556
for dates & location.

Bill Bauer
Call 908-240-0642
for dates & location.

Jackie Harwood
Call 804-282-8770
2nd Thursday of the
month, 7:00 pm
Call 804-282-8770
for location.

Tuscaloosa, AL

Cookeville, TN

Max Rykov
Call 205-542-2844
for dates & location.

Darryl Cole
Call 931-537-2097
for dates & location.
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Fairfax, VA
Debby Ward
Call 703-615-8486
2nd Thursday of the
month, 7:00 pm
Call 703-615-8486
for location.

Washington, DC
Mount Pleasant area
Call 301-762-1057
1st Saturday of the
month, 2 PM

